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ABSTRACT

This project examined the use of streaming audio
technology to assist students in the completion of

assignments. In addition it developed an on-line resource, a

website,

for access to such technology by users outside

classroom instructional time. The project sought to justify

the use of streaming technology by examining the relevant
and most current available literature in education and

technology. Finally, the project implemented a user-centered
website development technique to provide a webpage design

that is current,

dynamic, and easy to navigate.
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND

Introduction
The need to provide learning resources to all students

is one of the many goals of education. Providing these
learning resources to students that spend a significant

amount of time outside the instructional environment of a

classroom has been made increasingly more possible with the
use of the Internet. This project intended to provide
biology students at Colton High School additional support on

assignments through the use of streaming audio. A Web page

was used to deliver assignment and relevant instructional
help (when necessary)

in a streaming media format. The use

of streaming media technology allowed students the
opportunity to obtain instruction/support similar to that
provided in a classroom environment, instantaneously.

Statement of the Problem
There is a need to provide oral instructions to
students who miss classroom assignments due to absences or
students who may need repeated instructions in order to
complete a specific task. Due to the constraints of time,

resources, and the pressure to cover material, biology
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teachers may lack the ability to help students understand or
complete any missed work during regularly scheduled

instructional time. However,

delivery of these oral

instructions and additional help via the World Wide Web may
provide a means to achieve this previously unobtainable

goal.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of the project was to develop WebPages that
provided classroom assignments in Portable Document Format

(pdf)

coupled with streamed audio assistance or instructions

for students to access outside the classroom via the
Internet.

Significance of the Project
Many California classrooms today face a high rate of

absenteeism of students each day. This is particularly true
in "low performing" schools. This presents a challenge for
teachers who need to cover a prescribed amount of material

while dealing with the different learning abilities of a

diverse group of students. Students who return to classrooms
after a period of absence may not get the opportunity to

receive crucial personal instructions from the teacher that

would help them complete any missed assignment. This was
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particularly the case in my classroom where the average

number of students absent per day for all classes combined
was approximately 14 during the second semester of the 2004

- 2005 school year (from 1/31/05 to 6/15/05-see Appendix C).
This high rate of absenteeism demonstrated the need for this
project which provided a tool that may had prevented absent

students from lagging behind the rest of the class. Students

that miss classes are at a disadvantage when compared with
their peers. They miss important, direct,

and specific

instructions on assignments that might be missed if only
read from the paper itself.

If not provided with proper

instruction students run the risk of obtaining the wrong

information from peers resulting in a possible low grades.

Therefore this project may prove to be of significance
to the target population and to ALL students,

in particular

those with special needs who may need repetition of

instructions and/or help in order to complete a particular
task.
In addition, this project may provide relief to biology
teachers at Colton High School who may lack the time to

cover,

search,

and print missed assignments for their

students.
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Limitations

When developing and maintaining a resource that will
be available to students over the World Wide Web several

limitations and/or challenges were noted. These
limitations are or may be the following:
1.

The development of this resource was done using a
rapid prototype method.

2.

Unavailability of home Internet access by all

students

(though when surveyed,

78% students in

the target biology classes indicated that they had
Internet access at home or at any time -See Table

1)
3.

Insufficient time to fully and properly evaluate
proj ect.

4.

The maintenance of the website is a time consuming
process.
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Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined as they apply to the
proj ect.

Consistency: a high degree of uniformity in layout within a

page and uniformity in layout across pages
Web page: A single screen specified by an address on the

World Wide Web

(Osok & Salvendy, 2000)

Streamed Audio: refers to a file format and software which
permits a long audio (or A/V)

file to be "played"

without the listener having to first download the

entire file
End-user:

intended user, or in this case,

students or

faculty, of the project.
Exact organizational scheme: organizational scheme of

website development that divides information into
mutually exclusive groups.

Ambiguous organizational scheme: organizational scheme of
website design that does not have a clear-cut categorization
rules as the exact organizational scheme.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
The great success of the Internet and the increased
usage of the technologies that make it possible to

transmit data instantly over the World Wide Web are

leading educators to use these resources as tools to help
students perform tasks outside the learning environment

of a classroom. The use of streaming audio in order to

provide instruction over the Internet has the potential
to reach students who spend a considerable amount of time

outside the classroom. This project focused on the use of
the mentioned technology in order to deliver instructions
on classroom assignments. Though streaming media has

great potential in any class one has to consider issues

of accessibility and availability to the intended

targeted audience. Therefore some of these issues have to
be explored and analyzed based on the literature
available. According to Keefe

(2003), the use of

technology for instruction invites questions about

student acceptance,

student use, academic performance,

and active learning.
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In order to validate the use of a webpage to deliver

content and instruction, several key areas were
researched in the available literature. The first area

focused on how streaming media in general has been used
in the area of education. The second area focused on how

the technology (streaming media)

has been used in the

science classrooms. The third area focused on how
technology has affected learning and the field of

education in general. And lastly, what challenges are

brought by streaming media and technology in general to
the field of education.

Streaming Media and Education

The use of streaming media has revolutionized on-line
education since its introduction in 1995. But what exactly

is streaming media. In his book, Topic

(2002)

compares it

obtaining a drink directly form its container instead of
pouring it into a glass. You can begin to access the media
(audio or video) before you have received it all. He

predicts that this technology will become as great as the
invention of television. It might even have a greater impact
on the world than books! Deal

(2003)

indicates that because

■streaming media can be access while downloading,

it can play

a major role in the design and production of instructional
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material made available through the World Wide Web. He
concluded stating that this technology is a great resource

for teachers because it includes a convenient means of

creating online accessible content that capitalizes on the

dynamic capabilities of audio and video

(as opposed to just

reading text).
Furr III

(2001)

found that making lectures available to

students for remote listening and study beneficial because
it allows a task oriented class time. In addition it
provides the opportunity for the instructor to act as a

mentor,

going from group to group to ask questions,

refocusing discussion when needed,

and listening a lot

instead of spending the entire time lecturing.

Streaming Media and Science
Now that the streaming media has been defined,

the next

area to consider is its application in the context of
science courses. Technology has never been a stranger to

science. Even though the technology past scientists used was
primitive,

it was necessary. Today,

the technology used in

science education is expanding to accommodate virtual
laboratory experiments.

Pasch and Steward (2002) had great success with on

line courses taught at the University of Texas at Austin.
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Approximately 37 per cent of the students enrolled in their

streaming media-based on-line course in 1998 were able to
complete all their assignments without asking for help.

In

addition, they indicated that the majority of the students
enrolled in their course enjoyed the flexibility to replay

lectures and instructions in a particular activity.
compiled more than 50

In addition, Brown (2000)

vignettes from 75 professors in 8 universities which
indicated overall there is a positive relationship between

online/computer usage and the amount of learning that
occurs. One of the reason he credited this relationship is
that computers support repetition, a proven and established

educational strategy.
Streaming Media in Biology

How can information technology be integrated into.

biology classrooms? Iowa State University through a program
called BIO successfully designed and offered on-line biology

courses to college and high school students using streaming

media as a method of delivery (Ingebriteen and Flickinger,
1998). Their initial assessments of the courses offered

indicated that program was successful and that student
performance and retention rates were good. Others
and Hoback,

2003, Michelich, 2002)

(Skinner

successfully created

biology websites that encouraged critical thinking and self
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paced learning and found that that student performance on
exams and assignments improved in the multimedia-infused
courses which lead to better overall grades in the class.

Technology and Cognition
Cognitive research suggests that the addition of

multimedia can actually improve the learning process if

certain methods are employed. By using auditory and visual
methods of presenting information, students can process that
information more quickly, often fostering an enhanced

learning process

(Campbell, Lum,

& Singh, 2000).

In fact,

these methods can become reinforcement rather than

presentations. For example, early studies
Fowlkes,

1946)

(Wittich &

showed that when teachers introduced films,

relating them to learning objectives, the amount of
information students gained from films increased. This same

concept has been applied in the study of molecular biology
where visualization of complex biochemical processes are

illustrated with the use of computer animations and

graphics; all with the intention of increasing learning.

The array of media available has increased

dramatically, however, teachers must be prepared to choose
the best tools for their students, who have different
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learning skills, may be in diverse situations, and may be

pursuing different learning goals.
Online Content vs. Face-to-Face Communication
How students learn best is a question that has been
research quite extensively,

especially with the advent and

permeation of technology into education. Moore

(1993)

suggested that there are three types of interaction

necessary for successful distance education:
content interaction, 2)

3)

1)

learner

learner-instructor interaction, and

learner-learner interaction, toy content provided over

the Internet with the intention of delivering instruction

need to ensure that all three forms of interaction are
maximized. Ensuring all three forms interaction, he

indicated, will create a better learning environment.

However some researchers

(Hyllegard & Burke,

2000)

argue

that studies that examine the differences between distance
and traditional classroom instruction by comparing a
distance course with a regular classroom section of the same

course is no longer appropriate. Instead,

it should be

compared to classroom courses that also use instructional

technology.

The literature read indicated that delivering content
online has no significant advantage or disadvantage,

this is a better or worse medium when compared to a
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or that

traditional method of instruction. Neuhauser

(2002)

compared

two sections of the same course-one section was online and

asynchronous; the other was face-to-face. The.results
revealed no significant differences in test scores,

assignments, participation grades,

and final grades. She

concluded that equivalent learning activities can be equally
effective for online and face-to-face learners.

Barriers to Distance Education

The use of online courses continues to grow worldwide,
yet it is still not clear whether such online learning
environments enhance the learning outcomes of students or

even meet the level of success of traditional classrooms.
There is no statistically significant difference in learning

between the media based and conventional instruction. This
fact, according to Heinish (1999) , may be keeping many

instructors from spending the time and resources to use
technology in their classrooms.

According to Dehoney & Reeves

(1999) , many online

courses lack creativity because they represent only
electronic versions of traditional classes without, of
course,

face-to-face interaction between instructor and

students. In addition,

though the evidence suggests that

educational institutions are investing more and more in
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technology,

there is not a lot of evidence that this

investment is not yielding greater productivity (Molenda &

Sulliva, 2002). And any accomplished success has been based
solely on the availability of the Internet and computers in
the classrooms, not necessarily on the use of these

resources.

Summary
In order to provide a useful webpage containing

streamed audio instructions for students,

several topics

were researched in the available literature. First, how

streaming media has impacted education and how it is

perceived to influence it in the future. Literature
1999)

(Oliver

indicated that technology can provide the rich content

and learning support critical to online learning.

Second,

the use of streaming media in the science

classroom was considered. The study of biology covers topics

such as cells,

living organisms, and processes of life that

are often difficult to visualize from only a lecture or a

reading. Some of the activities that may lead to further
understanding these abstract concepts can be greater
enhanced through the use of streaming media technology,

which allows files to play as they download and deliver
content that would be difficult to convey in other ways. In
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addition, the learning process for students is enhanced by
providing course materials that would allow for reflection
and review after students encountered material in the
classroom.

Third, the use of technology and cognition (learning)

was examined. Research seems to indicate that the use of
technology enhances the learning process. Whether teaching

face-to-face or remotely,

it is important that the

appropriate levels of interaction be provided by the

instructor.
Finally,

some barriers to distance education were

examined. The understanding of limitations to online

education facilitated efficient design and structure of the

project. Though time and resources may be spent in the
development of an online resource,

it does not assure better

learning that conventional classroom instruction.
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CHAPTER THREE

PROJECT DESIGN PROCESSES

Introduction
Web development is a time consuming process. This
project focused on the development of a group of WebPages

named the assignment center that provided audio instructions
and/or help to end-users. The project was incorporated into

a greater resource, or "website," located at mrcheco.com.
A modified version of the User-Centered Development
Methodology (MacCracken and Wolf 2004) was applied in the

development of this project

(see Figure 1). This methodology

ensured a successful user interface,

important in the

development of educational resources

(particularly when

grades may be affected as a result of poor design). The
identification of the purpose, users,

usable Web page

(and website)

and the design of a

greatly contributed to the

success of the project.
The design process was a five-step process that
included analysis, design,

development of a prototype,

and

evaluation.

The analysis stage identified "who will visit the
website and why." This portion of the process directly

affected the second stage of the process,
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the design, where

the overall organization and appearance of the project was

determined. This critical stage determines the overall
success of the project.

The development stage allowed the implementation user

center methodology including overall structure,
organization,

and content of the WebPages. These aspects of

development were evaluated formatively,

informally,

and

confirmatively. Formatively in the form of end-user feedback
from a survey (Appendix C).

Informally in the form of oral

feedback from end-users. And confirmatively which will
continue on a long-term basis to determine appropriate

design and usability of the WebPages.
The assignment center was designed with the following

objectives in mind:

1.

To provide the end-users with assignments missed
during absences. Assignments were provided in an

accessible or universal format.
2.

To use streaming audio to provide the same
instructional assistance or clarifications on

assignments as provided in the instructional
setting of a classroom.
3.

To list all assignments chronologically as

assigned in the classroom.
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4.

To prevent students who miss work because of
absences from lagging behind the rest of the

class.
5.

To separate the assignments for biology classes

and advance placement biology classes.
6.

To provide technical support and/or further

assistance via email to end-users.

Analysis

Needs analysis was the first type of analysis used to
develop the web page sought to summarize the nature and

purpose of the project. The assignment center served as a
resource for students enrolled in biology and advance
placement biology courses at Colton High School,

particularly those who missed instructional time due to

absences. It provided all assignments arranged in

chronological order by means of a universal format

(portable

document file, or pdf). In addition, it used streaming audio

assistance on most assignments listed (see screen shots,

Appendix B).
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Figure 1. Modified User-Centered Development
Methodology
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The second area of analysis was the task analysis. This
process was partly based on the results of the

questionnaire/survey (Appendix D), particularly question
number 10. This question consisted of a subset of questions

that asked end-users to rank the importance of several key

features of the website, including those found in the

assignment center WebPages. The results of the survey were
analyzed in two ways. First,

the mean response value and

variances for each question were computed. Second, the

frequencies of responses were compared. A total of 108
students responded to the questionnaire. Question 10 asked
students to rank the importance of various features in the

mrcheco.com.

Analysis on the variance in the number of responses
showed that questions lOd,

variance

lOf,

and lOi have the least

(see Figure 2). Based on these results,

end-users

did not agree on the importance of features such as

hyperlinks to other websites and access to the semester

calendars in mrcheco.com. But features such as checking
grades, printing assignments,

and checking due assignments

were viewed as very important features

(questions 10b,

lOg,

and lOh). The importance of grades may suggest a correlation
with the fact that 46% of the respondents reported having a
great point average of above 3.0.
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The second method of analysis based on the survey was
frequency of responses. Questions 10b,

lOg,

and lOh received

(very important). Based on

the most frequent response of 5

the results, 59% of the respondents viewed being able to

check for due assignments as a very important feature of the
website.

In addition, students perceived that being able to

print the assignments important feature of mrcheco.com (and
concurrently of the project).
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10i

10j

Responses indicated that being able to check grades was

an important feature. Fifty nine percent of the respondents
found question 10b as very important. Conversely,

the

responses to questions 10c, and lOd showed the strongest

lack of importance. On these question 43% of the respondents
did not perceive a need for audio instructions on

assignments. This response seems to correlate with the fact
that nearly 39% of the respondents were not aware that such
feature was available at mrcheco.com.
The third area of development analyzed was the
functionality of the assignment center WebPages.

This

outlined what the end-user needed to use or function once in

the WebPages. In this case end-users needed Acrobat® Reader
installed in their computers. This freeware program comes

pre-installed in most computers. The assignment center

provided a link where the software could also be downloaded.
In addition,

end-user needed Macromedia Flash Player to use

the flash controllers and play the streaming audio media.

This was also another freeware used in the development of
the webpage and available through download. In Most cases a
Web page containing Flash® items prompts the download of the
software automatically. A link was provided to the download
site as well.
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Design

The design process involved three stages: content and
organizational structure, visual organization,

and website

navigation and design. All stages were critical user

centered development methodology used to develop the

proj ect.

Content and organizational structure
A big challenge in creating any website

(or page)

is to

organize its information in such a way that is useful and

meaningful to viewers

(Robertson 2001). Good content

organization creates the foundation for effective navigation
and is crucial to the success of the site

(McCracken, 2004 p

59). A carefully designed interface can provide a

significant improvement in the student learning experience
compared to presenting material as scrollable Web pages
consisting simply of pictures and text' (Evans et al., 2004).

Organized content will simply determine if the viewer will
"find" what they are looking for. According Festa

(2004),

not being able to find what they are looking for is what

viewers most "hate about the Internet."
The assignment Center WebPages were organized in an
exact scheme design in which information was divided into

mutually exclusive groups

(McCracken,

2004, p 60). The

assignments in the WebPages were arranged in a chronological
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manner to optimize identification and selection for the end
user. The WebPages also contained specific executable tasks

(printing or playing the stream instructions)

for end-users

to perform. This categorized the webpage as task oriented

design as well, a more ambiguous organizational scheme.

The page was structurally organized in a manner that
the end-user can easily navigate. Assignments,

streamed

media, and dates were arranged in a table. The individual
items

(assignments)

are hypertext and streaming audio files

are accessible via play, pause, and stop Flash® buttons.

This placed the same level of importance on both resources.
In addition, this provided the end-user with the flexibility

of selecting information without the need to navigate
through layers of information.

Visual organization
toother important area of design implemented was the

visual organization of the webpage. Good visual organization
makes it easy to locate content

(McCracken, 2004 p 82).

Approximately 45% the students surveyed indicated that ease

of navigation was an important feature in a website. The
assignment Center was designed with the following principles
of visual organization in mind: proximity, alignment,

consistency, and contrast (McCracken,

2004 p 83).Proximity

allowed the grouping related content together. The
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Assignment center WebPages contained assignments that

pertain to biology and advanced placement biology courses

are grouped in separate WebPages. End users were redirected
at the assignment center start page. This added clarity to

end-users looking for assignments or streamed audio from the

two different courses.

Figure 3. Navigational Structure of MRCHECO.com

Alignment was the second visual organizational

principle considered during development. The text in the
table was right aligned with the exception of the third
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column containing the dates, which was center aligned. The
table contained many unbroken virtual lines across the

entire length of the table. This provided clarity to the

end-user when trying to identify the relationship between
the items in the different rows

(see Appendix B).

When designing WebPages viewers should be able to

answer the questions,

"where am I? How did I get here? Where

can I go from here?" A Web page with a high degree of
uniformity in layout, or with consistency,

is one of the

most powerful tools for making a website understandable and
easy to navigate

(McCracken, 2004 p 90). The assignment

center WebPages provided the end-user with the layout and

links that indicated where they are
assignment center page, biology,

(MrCheco.com- on the

advance placement biology,

etc.), how they arrived at that particular page

(from

MrCheco.com), and what other WebPages were available for

viewing (Home, Grades,

Courses & Calendars, etc.). In

addition, the overall structures of the WebPages were
consistent with that of the entire website

Tables,

colored text, backgrounds, fonts,

(Mrcheco.com).
and location of

navigational bars were designed and place equally throughout

the website.

The final principle used in the design of the

assignment center WebPages was contrast. Contrast was used
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to make distinction between items in order to create a

visual hierarchy and/or importance. The table headings are
bigger in font size than the normal text. They were also
bolded. Further,

their cells were filled with a different

color background than the rest of the cells in order to
increase contrast.

Development

The development of the assignment center involved the

actual building of the WebPages based on the needs analysis
and objectives

(previously discussed). In addition,

the

aspects of colors, typography, and multimedia were decided
at this stage.

The website and WebPages were develop using Microsoft
Frontpage®, Adobe® Acrobat Professional

pdf format),

(coverts files into

and MP3 Sound Stream (converts files into mp3

and create Flash play buttons).

Color is an integral part of WebPages. When properly
used,

color makes a Webpage both attractive and usable

(McCracken,

2004 p 150). Deciding what colors to use

involves many variables that can complicate the development

process

(McCracken,

2004 p 157). For the development of the

assignment center the colors embedded in the theme were
used. These colors followed both a monochromatic
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(as the

table headings and their cells' background fill)
complementary

(blue and light orange)

and

color-harmony schemes.

These schemes provided a systematic methodology for picking

colors that work together effectively (Whelan 1994).

The text used throughout the WebPages

(and Website) was

Verdana, which according to McCracken (2004) has the

advantage of wider lettering, greater standard letter

spacing,

and fewer and more gradual curves. These advantages

dramatically improved readability and reduced jaggies.
As discussed earlier, the main purpose of these
WebPages was to provide audio instructions to end-users. The
media used was streaming audio because it provided the

advantage of compressing the file in a small size that could
be accessed immediately by end-users even at low modem
speeds.

Implementation
The assignment center was developed as an evolutionary
prototype. This means the actual web page published

constituted the prototype and eventually evolved as users

offered some feedback. Based on this feedback, a navigation
bar was added to the bottom of each webpage. In addition,
Flash buttons were made in one style and color, opposed to
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being several different styles,
discussed earlier,

sizes,

and colors. As

this offered consistency which is one of

the most powerful tools for making a website understandable

and easy to navigate.

Evaluation
Two types of evaluation methodologies were used:

formative

(used during the development stage)

and summative.

Formative

Formative evaluation of the project was conducted at
several stages of development. This type of assessment
involved the use of experts in the field and end-users.

During the development stage, three volunteers were asked to

navigate through the WebPages and provide verbal feedback on
its design and objectivity. In addition,

the project was

presented to a group of students in the instructional design
process who followed the presentation with feedback and

suggestions on several aspects of design. The group was
asked to look over the WebPages to see if they were

graphically pleasing,

if there were errors missed during

design and development, and if it had any navigational
problems.

A questionnaire was used to ask end-users to evaluate

features available at the website,
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and about features

pertinent to the project. End-users were asked to state the

amount of times they use the features at the assignment

center (audio features, printing assignments)

and the level

of importance of these features to them. Based on feedback
from this questionnaire, adjustments were made to the

website. They included the redesign of the homepage to

display due assignments and weekly calendar on top of the

page. WebPages containing grades and practice test were
added. Finally,

the assignment center WebPages were

redesigned to emphasize the use of the streaming audio

feature.

For example, the columns containing the flash

controllers were filled with an attractive color and
increased in size.

Summative
Measuring the effectiveness of this project's
development will require a significant amount of time;

because of this the ultimate outcome of the project was not
measured. Methods of evaluating the outcome that will be

used include,

comparing the total amount of truant or

missing work during two consecutive school years. The data
collected then could be compared to determine if the number

of truant assignments have decreased. In addition,

a brief

questionnaire could be developed to determine the level of
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influence played by the availability of help via streaming
media.

Summary

The design of the project included procedures that
ensured that the objectives of the projects were met. These
procedures were based on proven and researched methodology
as well as some user feedback throughout the evolution of

the project. This ensured that the final project met the

needs of the end-users, that is,

it provided WebPages with

viewable and printable assignments, streaming audio
instructions,

and support via email.

As the project continues to evolve,

end-user feedback

is critical. Any verbal or emailed feedback provided
concerning any design issues is addressed and corrected. In

addition,

as new technologies or software become available

they are incorporated into the project. One example is the

use of Making The Grade® software to publish grouped html
pages for posting student grades. The software creates a

script page that directs each student to their individual

webpage after entering their identification number and
password. This is in contrast to the previous method of
converting a document file containing all the student grades

into a webpage each time grades were updated. The software
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provides more privacy and security for a popular feature of

the project.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This project was designed to provide students with
necessary teacher instructions on any assignments provided

in the classroom.. This allows students who miss assignments
do to absences or students having truant assignments to

receive the same instructions given in the classroom when
the assignment was given. It also allows students who need
repeated instructions the flexibility to listen to the

instructions or help in a later time inside or outside the
classroom. One major obstacle to getting students to turn in

missing work is the availability of teachers during non

classroom hours. This project was designed to allow access

to teacher instruction at anytime and anywhere via the
Internet.

In addition, the project allowed students to print the

assignments in a format available in any computer platform.

As a result of this project,

students and teachers have

a website that helps them use technology and access the

biology curriculum during anytime of the day.
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Conclusions
Three main implications arise based on the finding of

this project. First,

streaming media has the potential to

serve as a tool for helping deliver explanations to students
about assignments. If used properly and efficiently,

streaming media can reduce truancies on assignments and

decrease the time spent outside classroom hours for helping
students on missing assignments.

Second,

students place high value on what affects their

grades. Since truant or missing assignments can negatively

impact students grades, making it easier for students to
access these assignments and providing them with
instructions on how to complete them may encourage them to

complete them at their own will.

Finally, more than half of the students would most

likely take the initiative to complete their assignments on
their own even if they do not understand them. This project
provided students with help so the can obtain help when they

are taking the initiative to complete their missing
assignments.

The following conclusions were extracted from the
questionnaire, user feedback, and informal observations.
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1.

More than 82 percent of students reported having a
computer at home. Nearly all of these students

reported having access to the Internet.
2.

Only 12 percent of my students had used the
streaming audio feature. The rest never used it or

were not aware that there was such a feature in
the website.

3.

Students place a high degree of importance to
websites and WebPages that are updated regularly.

4.

More students reported that they learn better by

viewing and example rather than listening,
reading,

getting extra explanations or doing and

activity related to the learning activity.
5.

More students are willing to ask the teacher for
help when having difficulty in completing an
assignment.

6.

Students are dividend on the probability of

searching the Internet when having difficulty
completing an assignment.
7.

Students place a high degree of importance on

anything that affects their grades.

The first conclusion indicated that ownership of
personal computers and Internet accessibility were not

barriers to accessing materials on the World Wide Web. An
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important conclusion to be gleaned from this result is that
the majority of students had access to the streaming media
outside the classroom and could have benefited from this
resource.

The second and fifth conclusion might not be a surprise

to any teacher involved in providing resources to students
outside the classroom. Clearly most students do not take

advantage of such resources; they prefer to ask the teacher
or rely on a classmate for help. The implications for

educators that aim to helping students become "self
learners" are two fold. First, there is a need to educate
students to value the many educational resources available

outside the classroom. These resources are helpful in

helping them complete assignments outside the classroom
environment. Second,

educators have to regularly include

these resources in their curriculum. For students who lack
personal computers or Internet access, these services are
readily available in the school libraries or in other public
facilities.

Conclusion seven goes in tandem with what was
previously mentioned; since most students place a high

degree of importance to items that directly affects their
grades,

there needs to be a higher degree of importance
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placed on the completion of assignments and the use of

resources outside the classroom to do so.

Recommendations
Informal interviews repeatedly echoed the desire of
teachers in helping students take greater responsibility for

their learning. Among others,

teachers desired to help

students see the value of completing their assignments on
their own, without relying

(or "copying")

on others students

or their teachers.
The same interviews indicated that student absenteeism
is a major problem to many teachers. Particularly in the

area of science where students may miss laboratory exercises
that would be difficult to duplicate if missed. Teachers

seem to lack the resources

(time, materials,

etc.)

to help

students complete these missed assignments; as a result,

grades are affected and students seem to become complacent

with lower grades. Having a website that will help students
obtain these assignments and audio help on their own,
potentially helping them complete their truant assignments,

was viewed by several teachers as "most desirable" and
"indispensable" in path of helping our students take

responsibility for their studies.
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When seeking to increase student self-dependency and to
decrease the amount truant assignments via the use of

resources outside the classroom and via streaming media, the
recommendations resulting from the project are:

1.

Create a greater awareness of the availability and

usefulness of these resources.
2.

Explicitly include these resources as part of the
curriculum and teach students how to use them.

3.

Offer alternative methods of support for those

students who do not have access to the Internet or
do not have personal computers at home.

4.

When creating a website or WebPages,

keep the

interface simple and update them regularly.
5.

Increase the students' perceived value of becoming

"self-guided learners" and depending less on

"copying the answers" from their classmates.
6.

Demonstrate the use of the interface so students

can realize its usefulness

Summary

The results of this project indicate that there is

great value in the use of streaming media in helping
students complete missing or truant assignments. Students

place a high degree of importance in their grades and some
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recognize the need for an increase integration of technology

in the curriculum that will help them achieve higher scores.
Specifically,

students want assignment,

lectures,

and grades

made available to them outside their classrooms. Students
then can monitor their progress and take action when they
seem relevant.

In addition teachers seem to be interested in the
integration of technology in their curriculum, particularly
when this may make their workload much manageable. Having

assignments available online reduce the amount of time they
need to spend with students during or outside classroom

hours providing them with missing or truant assignments.

This project provided students with a relevant and
valuable resource that can help them complete their

assignments outside their classroom time.

It provided these

assignments in current and relevant interface that is easy
to use and widely available to anyone with a personal

computer and Internet access around the world. In addition,
this project provided other teachers with technology that

can help them reduce the time they spend during classroom

hours "catching-up" students who missed assignments due to

absences,

greater increasing the time available for the task

at hand.
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APPENDIX A

CD OF PROJECT
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APPENDIX B

THE ASSIGNMENT CENTER PAGES

SCREEN SHOTS
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APPENDIX C

STUDENT ATTENDANCE RECORD

BETWEEN 1/31/05 AND 6/15/05 IN
MR. CHECO'S CLASSES
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iissiiii
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY
1ST PERIOD BIOLOGY

7:30 - 8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30-8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30-8:26
7:30-8:26
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7:30 - 8:26
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7:30 - 8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30 - 8:26
7:30-8:26
7:30-8:26
7:30-8:26

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING

911-293-229
278-011-943
685-076-947
366-368-032
612-042-231
626-480-687
523-732-685
659-046-892
145-106-114
487-177-622
175-735-149
331-418-451
128-055-505
889-435-613
918-173-213
696-796-502
190-796-515
860-693-705
385-702-070
:"-:?:TOTALS

9
38
6
45
24
13
13
4
19
9
17
14
7
6
3
6
11
12
23
279

0
12
1
8
7
0
5
0
0
0
3
0
3
1
0
1
3
1
0
45

6
11
9
6
14
5
4
25
22
17
1
1
10
10
14
4
4
10
38
11
1
6
7

i
2
0
0
3
1
0
3
1
3
0
0
0
2
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
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2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
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2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
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2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY
2ND PERIOD BIOLOGY

8:32 - 9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32 - 9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32
8:32-9:32

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
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884-199-609
426-145-942
995-744-700
812-332-734
805-627-436
018-651-600
658-909-001
321-018-302
022-551-169
489-635-240
614-933-453
391-465-500
931-500-460
329-386-402
753-595-133
668-630-881
181-126-376
730-114-412
837-710-479
338-138-609
802-663-181
488-937-927
209-190-158
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3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
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3RD PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
5TH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
5 TH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
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^Tardies9:38 - 16:34
9:38-10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38- 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38-10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38- 10:34
9:38-10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38-10:34
9:38- 10:34
9:38-10:34
9:38-10:34
9:38- 10:34
9:38 - 10:34
9:38 - 10:34

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING

665-808-498
023-517-681
267-827-960
637-386-494
587-126-859
807-824-954
520-544-061
961-615-292
641-770-880
024-248-286
174-035-707
380-778-633
367-332-928
214-968-564
387-694-717
094-863-687
135-166-242
117-103-859
819-486-222
877-571-350
530-545-562
491-919-247
012-855-730
164-155-509
266-087-071
961-062-147
760-189-301
551-565-010
.TOTALS

2
0
1
2
0
2
0
2
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
3
1
0
1
1
1
0
25
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9:38 - 10:34
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12- 1:08
12:12- 1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12- 1:08
12:12-1:08

23
12
9
9
7
20
8
4
12
8
8
11
9
6
4
8
8
12
6
7
10
11
13
9
8
12
4
8
268
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SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
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665-808-498
469-116-138
706-003-246
034-245-727
180-993-647
556-866-548
947-677-388
388-749-390
540-018-409
889-105-046
391-535-065
223-997-120
887-190-969

23
9
8
5
3
6
11
15
6
18
8
6
5

2
3
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
0
0
4
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STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
5TH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
5TH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
5TH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
5TH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY
STH PERIOD AP BIOLOGY

12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12-1:08
12:12- 1:08
12:12- 1:08

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING

520-614-828
140-165-170
874-190-549
853-030-334
969-902-317
261-797-775
180-885-327
775-226-176

1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10
1:14-2:10

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
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1
1
3
0
0
0
2
0
23

gjgglJIJ

IHfUl lliliilil
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6 TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY
6TH PERIOD BIOLOGY

4
4
6
5
8
5
8
2
165

672-917-121
385-199-764
674-712-313
946-242-232
432-448-520
911-696-758
141-524-474
564-117-975
882-008-606
329-497-755
607-094-878
952-490-479
813-823-318
365-566-043
904-052-215
279-253-031
741-211-278
763-095-758
041-802-575
594-291-149
967-288-714
752-717-407
410-710-734
740-871-708
893-603-944
517-590-861
425-964-677
514-865-528
541-259-017
525-252-823
692-079-872

15
2
10
15
9
10
7
8
37
2
10
3
3
4
1
10
9
13
8
12
1
12
8
15
10
1
10
5
4
33
6
293

0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
4
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
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APPENDIX D

SURVEY ABOUT THE RESOURCES

AVAILABLE AT MRCHECO.COM
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Survey on resources available at mrcheco.com

The purpose of this survey is to acquire information about how my
website is helping you succeed in my class. Please be honest and
complete the entire survey. PARTICIPATING OR NOT WILL HAVE ANY EFFECT ON
YOUR GRADE.
1. Do you own a computer (have one at home)?
□Yes
□No
□No, but I have access to one at any time

2. Does your computer have speakers?
□Yes
□No
□ I don't know
3. Do you currently have access to the Internet at home?
□ Yes
□No
□No, but I have access in another house at any time
4. Has your school ID been validated to access the Internet on campus?
□Yes
□No
□ I am not sure
5.

On the average, how many hours do you spend on the Internet PER
WEEK (at home and/or school)?
□ 0-3 hours per week
□ 4-7 hours per week
□ 8 -12 hours per week
□ 13+ hours per week
□None

6. On average, what percentage of the time spent on the Internet YOU use
for educational purposes (research for assignments, emailing
assignments, taking test, etc)?
□ 0%
□ 1% - 25%
□26% - 50%
□ 51% - 75%
□ 76% - 100%

7. On average, how many times PER WEEK do you visit MrCheco.com?
□1
□2
□3
□4
□5
□5+
□Never
8. Have you listened to the audio feature in mrcheco.com?
□ Yes
□No
□i was not aware of such feature
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9. When visiting Mrcheco.com, which of the following task(s) do you
perform? (Select all that apply)
□check the calendar
□check assignments that are due
□Check grades
□ Print assignments
□Listen to audio instructions/help
□Link to other sites
□ l do not visit mrcheco.com

10. How important are the following features found at mrcheco.com to
you?
□i do not use mrcheco.com
a) Weekly calendar

1
Not
important

2

3

4

5
Very
important

b) Grade check

1
Not
important

2

3

4

5
Very
important

c) Audio help/instructions 1
Not
important

2

3

4

5
Very
important

1

2

3

2

3

Very
important
5
4
Very
important

f) Check semester calendar 1
Not
important

2

3

4

g) Print assignments or forms
Not

1

2

3

d) Being able to send attachments
Not
important
e) Read classroom policies 1
Not
important

1
Not
.important

2

i) Links to other important websites
R
Not
important

j) Contact the teacher

4 5
Very

3

4

5
Very
important

1

2

3

123
Not
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5
Very
important

important

important

h) Check due assignments

4

4

Very
important

4

5
Very

important

important

11.When visiting a website, how important are the following to you?
a) The ease of navigation and the
4 5
simplicity of structure
1
23
Very
Not
important
important
5
1234
Very
Not
important
important

b) The color and design

3 4
1
2
c) The website is regularly updated
Clc;
Not
Very
important
important
12. In your opinion how do YOU learn best? (please select one)
□By listening to lectures
□By reading a textbook or notes
□By viewing an example (video, etc)
□By doing an activity related to the subject
□By receiving additional/extra explanation from the teacher
13.When trying to complete assignments, how likely are you to do any of
the following tasks
Read notes/book and figure
3
4
it out myself
1
2
5
Most likely
Least Likely

1
2
Least Likely

3

5
4
Most likely

1
2
Least Likely

3

5
4
Most likely

1
2
Least Likely

3

5
4
Most likely

Not do/complete the assignment
1
Least Likely

2

4 5
3
Most likely

1
2
Least Likely

3

4
5
Most likely

Ask a classmate for help
Copy the assignment from
someone

-

Ask the teacher for help

Search the Internet

14. What is your
□ 9to
□ 10th
□ 11th
□ 12th
15. What is your
□ o.oo
□ 1.00
□2.00
□ 3.00
□ l do

current grade level?

current GPA falls in which, of the following ranges?
- 1.00
- 2.00
- 3.00
-4.00
not know •
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